Daily Plan
Friday 29th January
Early Work

Maths 5 a day

Practise your weekly
spellings list.
(Nouns ending in the suffix tion.) Write them in bubble
writing. You have 10 minutes.
Go!

English

Today is spelling test day so practise
your spellings using the practise
sheet provided. Then get an adult to
test you and mark together to see
how you did. Did you manage to
improve on last week’s score?
Go onto the Topmarks maths
website.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/mathsgames/rocket-rounding
Play ‘Rocket Rounding.
Numbers up to 9.9 to the nearest
whole number.
You have 5 mins. Go!
Write a summary of the book so far.
Include all of the important
information and characters.

Complete the Spring Term
SPaG Mat 2.

Last week we began our Narnian Winter
Wonderland pictures using collage.
This week you need to think about what
characters you might like to include in
your foreground. It may be any of the
four children in our story, Mr Tumnus or
The White Witch.

You might also like to include
the lamp post that is mentioned
at the very beginning of the
story.
You can draw these things on
paper in any medium you wish,
cut them out and stick them
onto the background. We would
love to see photographs of them
which can be emailed into
school!

Maths

Vipers
Art

Spelling/Reading
creation
radiation
indication
ventilation
relegation
dedication
demonstration
abbreviation
translation
vibration

Multiplication Grid Test.
Time yourself for 10 minutes
and record your time and
score in the Homework
section of this week’s page of
your Reading Record.
Complete Maths Mat 3.

Read for 15 mins with an
adult or older sibling and
record it in your daily reading
record. This could be a book
from school or home or a
comic. Don’t forget to record
it in your reading record and
get a grown up to sign it.
Fantastic work! Did you meet
your target of reading 4 times
this week? A pat on the back
for you if you
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